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Abstract— The space-air-ground integrated network (SAGIN)
aims to provide seamless wide-area connections, high throughput
and strong resilience for 5G and beyond communications. Acting
as a crucial link segment of the SAGIN, unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV)-satellite communication has drawn much attention. How-
ever, it is a key challenge to track dynamic channel information
due to the low earth orbit (LEO) satellite orbiting and three-
dimensional (3D) UAV trajectory. In this paper, we explore the 3D
channel tracking for a Ka-band UAV-satellite communication sys-
tem. We firstly propose a statistical dynamic channel model called
3D two-dimensional Markov model (3D-2D-MM) for the UAV-
satellite communication system by exploiting the probabilistic
insight relationship of both hidden value vector and joint hidden
support vector. Specifically, for the joint hidden support vector,
we consider a more realistic 3D support vector in both azimuth
and elevation direction. Moreover, the spatial sparsity structure
and the time-varying probabilistic relationship between degree
patterns named the spatial and temporal correlation, respectively,
are studied for each direction. Furthermore, we derive a novel
3D dynamic turbo approximate message passing (3D-DTAMP)
algorithm to recursively track the dynamic channel with the
3D-2D-MM priors. Numerical results show that our proposed
algorithm achieves superior channel tracking performance to
the state-of-the-art algorithms with lower pilot overhead and
comparable complexity.

Index Terms— Channel tracking, massive antenna array, mes-
sage passing, UAV-satellite communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE space-air-ground integrated network (SAGIN) [1]
has drawn dramatic attention for its advantages such as

seamless wide-area connections, high throughput, and strong
resilience for 5G and beyond communications [2]. There
are mainly three segments in the SAGIN multidimensional
network: space segment with satellite network, air segment
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with aerial network and ground segment with terrestrial
network [3]. Due to the satellite-ground links are very sensitive
to terrestrial interference [4], it’s necessary to use UAVs act
as relays to improve the performance of communications with
enhanced capacity for covered areas. Compared to traditional
ground or satellite networks, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-
aided communication as a key part of SAGIN can be applied
not only in the scenario that ground infrastructure cannot
be accessed but also for emergency communications in
crowded or disaster areas. Besides, with UAVs deployed in
the middle of ground-space communications, shorter range
line of sight (LoS) links provide a significant performance
improvement over long-distance links [5]. For UAV-satellite
links, to mitigate the problem of the spectrum crowding,
millimeter wave (mmWave) Ka-Band (26.5-36GHz) offers
additional frequency ranges with higher data rates [6],
[7]. Although Ka-band is much more weather dependent
due to the high path loss, an antenna array with a large
number of antenna elements provides higher transmission
gain and compensates the propagation losses [8]. In the
above-mentioned scenarios, accurate channel estimation
with a small pilot overhead is a crucial challenge to both
UAV-satellite links (e.g., low earth orbit (LEO) and medium
earth orbit (MEO) satellites [9]) and air-to-ground links over
dynamic wireless channels due to the satellite orbiting and
UAV three-dimensional (3D) trajectory [10], [11].

A. Related Work

For conventional channel estimation methods, such as least
squares (LS) and minimum mean square error (MMSE),
the number of the training pilots must be at least the number of
antenna elements [12], which is impractical for large antenna
array systems such as thousands of antenna elements in a
mmWave massive MIMO system. By exploiting the limited
scatterers of propagation environment, a lot of research works
have developed different compressive sensing (CS) based
algorithms, such as matching pursuit (MP) and orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP), to reduce the training overhead by
exploring static and sparse nature of channels [13].

Apart from naively applying the conventional compressive
sensing algorithms to solve the channel estimation problem,
several structured sparse channel estimation algorithms have
been developed by learning spatial correlation. The spatial
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correlation is a feature that non-zero elements of an angular
domain channel are concentrated in several bursts [14]–[17].
In [14], a joint orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm which
exploited the hidden joint channel sparsity among multiple
users was proposed with improved performance. Moreover,
the sparsity of channel supports for the neighbouring antennas
were similar as shown in [15]. Additionally, by obtaining
the partial knowledge of the physical scattering structure
channel, the proposed least absolute shrinkage and selection
operator algorithm showed robust recovery performance [16].
In [17], the structured spatial domain sparsity was modeled
as a Markov prior by considering the relationship of channel
support vectors. However, all of these investigations were
based on the static channel environment which could not be
applied for the mobile scenario.

Different from the static sparse channel estimation, chan-
nel tracking was realized by considering prior information
from the previously estimated channel. This temporal correla-
tion can help to track the channel information with further
reduced training overhead and dramatically improved real-
time estimation performance [18]–[20]. In [18], by updating
the channel variation based on the temporal correlation over
time, the proposed differential OMP (D-OMP) tracked the
dynamic sparse channels with improved accuracy. Similarly,
[19] proposed a method called structured matching pursuit
which simultaneously detected the common and the dynamic
channel taps by looking at the insight of path delays in each
time slot. By further excavating the physical direction between
the base station and mobile user, and utilizing the obtained
channel information from the previous time slot, a priori-
aided tracking method was proposed in [20] to predict the
information of beamspace channels for the next time slot.

In order to have better channel tracking performance, it is
necessary to jointly consider both spatial correlation and tem-
poral correlation of the dynamic channel [21]–[23]. The works
in [21] and [22] decoupled the time-varying channel estimation
procedure into angles of arrival/departure (AoAs/AoDs) and
path gains estimation with [21] utilized unscented Kalman
filter. Reference [22] explored the block-sparse problem of
the angle, separately. Additionally, to accurately formulate
the more realistic dynamic model of AoDs support in the
flat surface over time, spatial sparsity structure and temporal
transition probability during the dynamic evolution of the
channel were captured in [23].

B. Motivation and Contribution

As discussed above, the channel estimation or tracking
methods in [14]–[23] that consider the local ground
environment characteristics can be directly applied to the air-
to-ground links. The most widely considered mobile scenario
is vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications. Reference [24]
has briefly summarized three different mmWave V2V channel
modeling: stochastic channel models, geometry-based channel
models, and deterministic channel models. Stochastic channel
models detailed statistics such as delay, Doppler and angular
domains. Geometry-based models [25] considered cluster
number, position and nonisotropic scattering. Deterministic

modeling addressed the issues of sparse multipath components.
However, as another segment of the SAGIN, the UAV-satellite
communication has some distinct properties: the high non-
stationary channel condition and the dominant LoS ray
[2]. Due to the limited scatterers of ground propagation
environment, the angular domain structured sparsity of
channels has been studied in [14]–[17]. This property was
similar to UAV-satellite communication with one concentrate
ray. However, in practice, it is non-trivial to obtain the real-
time channel information due to the orbiting of the satellite
and 3D UAV trajectories [26], which impose a formidable
challenge on modeling and tracking the dynamic channel.
By utilizing the advantage of the prior information of the
channel, time-varying channel tracking has been considered
in [18]–[20]. However, all these tracking algorithms have
ignored the dynamic angular domain spatial correlation.
Although both spatial and temporal correlation were explored
in [21]–[23] for channel tracking, the premise of the system
was that the communication was transmitted over the same flat
surface. Additionally, the tracking methods mentioned above
[18]–[22] lacks the consideration of the dynamic probability
of the model. Although the spatial sparsity structure has been
introduced in [23], the insight of a more complicated 3D
dynamic spatial sparsity has not been investigated.

Motivated by the aforementioned literature review, to cap-
ture a more realistic UAV-satellite dynamic channel informa-
tion, we consider a fading channel as dynamic probability
model and explore the 3D dynamic angle domain sparsity
structure over time in this paper. We study the UAV-satellite
communication system with UAVs equipped with a uniform
plane array (UPA) and propose a method to recursively track
the 3D dynamic channel with lower pilot overhead, compa-
rable complexity, and better recovery performance. The main
contributions are summarized as follows:

• We develop a statistical 3D dynamic channel model
for UAV-satellite communications called 3D space two-
dimensional Markov Model (3D-2D-MM). The 3D-2D-
MM captures the structured sparsity in both azimuth and
elevation spatial domains as well as probabilistic temporal
correlation.

• The dynamic spatial domain transition probabilities are
designed for real-world UAV-satellite communication
channel modeling to replace the expression of the com-
plex continuous relative displacement between the 3D
UAV trajectory and orbital satellite.

• We propose a novel 3D dynamic turbo approximate
message passing (3D-DTAMP) algorithm which recur-
sively tracks the 3D dynamic channel by exploiting the
relationship of both azimuth and elevation angle supports.

• The proposed 3D-DTAMP algorithm achieves better
reconstruction performance with lower pilot overhead and
comparable complexity.

This paper is organized as follows. The UAV-satellite system
model is introduced in Section II. In Section III, the 3D-2D-
MM channel model is elaborated and the problem of channel
tracking is formulated. The proposed algorithm 3D-DTAMP
is presented in Section IV. Numerical results and conclusions
are then provided in Section V and Section VI, respectively.
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Fig. 1. (a) The space-air-ground integrated network. (b) The illustration of
the UAV-satellite system model.

Notation: Throughout the paper, we use the following
common notation. The complex numbers are denoted by C.
The transpose and the conjugate transpose are denoted by
(·)T, (·)H respectively. I is the identity matrix. CN (mean,
covariance) indicates a complex Gaussian random vector with
defined mean and covariance. ‖ · ‖ is the l2 norm.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

The SAGIN and the proposed UAV-satellite models are
in Fig. 1. Important notations are summarized in Table I. We
consider a narrow-band channel model with OFDM transmis-
sion through a UAV-satellite communication downlink. Since
array antennas have been widely employed on commercial
satellites to improve the spectral efficiency by generating
directional beams [27], the assumption in our model is that
the LEO satellite is installed with uniform planar array (UPA)
M = Nx × Ny antennas. Additionally, similar as in [28],
a single omnidirectional antenna is implemented on UAVs.
For the training procedure, the symbols S ∈ CM×NS are
transmitted. Then, the received signal at the UAV can be
expressed as

yRX
t = HtS + nRX

t , (1)

and nRX
t ∼ CN (0, σ2

nI) is the additive white Gaussian noise.
For a fixed satellite communication system over Ka-band,

the LoS ray is the dominant path [11]. Hence, the Ht denotes
the frequency domain channel matrix with one LoS path,
which is given by,

Ht = αtA
H (θt, φt) , (2)

where αt is the complex channel gain and A (θt, φt) ∈
C(Nx×Ny)×1 represents the transmit array response vectors,
with θt and φt as azimuth and elevation directions of AoD at

TABLE I

TABLE OF IMPORTANT NOTATIONS

time t. We take the UPA into consideration and the steering
vector can be written as

A (θt, φt) =
1√

Nx × Ny

[1, . . . , ej 2π
λ dnx sin θt sin φt+ny cos φt

, . . . , ej 2π
λ dNx sin θt sin φt+Ny cos φt ]T, (3)

where λ is the signal wavelength, with array size as
Nx × Ny and 0 � nx < Nx and 0 � ny < Ny

are the indices of an antenna element. In this
paper, we consider the case of quantized AoD pair,
i.e., θt ∈ {0, θrange/Nx, . . . , θrange(Nx − 1)/Nx} and
φt ∈ {0, φrange/Ny, . . . , φrange(Ny − 1)/Ny} 1 which means
AoD pair is chosen from the Nx × Ny uniform grid.2

For large number of antenna elements at the LEO satel-
lite, spatial resolution of the angular basis extends. Hence,
the channel is treated sparse and the channel model can be
written as a virtual model and then processed by compressive
sensing techniques, which is presented as

Ht = gtÃ
H

(θ, φ) , (4)

where gt ∈ C1×M is a sparse matrix with one non-zero
elements (which means only one dominant path), Ã (θ, φ) ∈
C(Nx×Ny)×M is the array response vector dictionary matrix
with spatial grids M .

1Due to the long distance between the UAV and the satellite, the moving
range of both azimuth and elevation angle would be limited.

2In this paper, the quantized AoDs are considered, leave the continuous
condition for future work.
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III. CHANNEL MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the 3D-2D-MM channel model is introduced
and the problem formulation of the proposed dynamic channel
tracking is presented.

A. 3D-2D-MM Channel Model

The dynamic angular domain channel g(T ) = {g1, . . . , gT }
can be modeled as a probabilistic signal model with
two hidden random processes, b(T ) = {b1, . . . , bT } and
ϑ(T ) = {ϑ1, . . . , ϑT }. Here, bt =

[
bt,1,1, . . . , bt,Nx,Ny

]
=

[bt,1, . . . , bt,M ] ∈ {0, 1}M represents the joint hidden sup-
port vector at time t, which indicates the channel spar-
sity with bt,m ∈ {1, 0}.3 The hidden value vector ϑt =
[ϑt,1, . . . , ϑt,M ] ∈ CM represents the temporal correlation of
channel coefficients. The dynamic channel element for the mth

AoD direction in the time t can be written as

gt,m = bt,mϑt,m, (5)

where bt,m denotes whether there is an active path or not (i.e.,
bt,m = 1 means the mth AoD path is activated) and ϑt,m

represents the complex path gain.
To formulate the more realistic dynamic channel (i.e.,

the non-activated AoD path at the current time slot4 t may
be activated at time slot t + 1), a probabilistic channel model
with channel prior distribution can be formed as

p
(
g(T ), b(T ), ϑ(T )

)
= p

(
g(T ) | b(T ), ϑ(T )

)
p
(
b(T )

)
p
(
ϑ(T )

)
, (6)

where the channel vector conditional prior is

p
(
g(T ) | b(T ), ϑ(T )

)
=

T∏
t=1

M∏
m=1

p (gt,m | bt,m, ϑt,m)

=
T∏

t=1

M∏
m=1

δ (gt,m − bt,mϑt,m) , (7)

with δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. The factor graph of the
combined channel can be found in Fig. 2, with πt,m as the
conditional prior p (gt,m | bt,m, ϑt,m).

The joint hidden support vector of azimuth and elevation
directions and the hidden value vector are detailed as follows:

1) Joint Hidden Support Vector of Azimuth and Elevation:
The relationship of the azimuth support a(T ) and elevation
support e(T ) can be found in Fig. 3a, where only one active
path is considered.

In our model, the known LEO satellite orbiting and the
uncertainty UAV mobility are considered as the relative angu-
lar variation rather than the certain location. To be specific,
because of the 3D UAV trajectory [26], together with the fixed
orbital voyage of the LEO satellite, the relative displacement
of the UAV and LEO satellite is continuous. This means
for a time-varying case, the azimuth and elevation angles
would only change to adjacent degree in the angular domain

3To be noticed, m = (nx − 1) × Nx + ny
4In this paper, each time slot indicates a single estimation transmit frame.

Fig. 2. Factor graph of 3D-2D-MM of the channel when Nx = 8 and
Ny = 8. The detailed model of the joint hidden support vector bt and hidden
value vector ϑt are illustrated in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, separately.

Fig. 3. (a) Hidden support matrix illustration. (b) Factor graph of 2D-MM
of the azimuth support vectors when T = 2 and Nx = 8. (c) Factor graph
of the 3D-2D-MM joint hidden support vector bt when T = 1, Nx = 8,
Ny = 8.

with certain probabilities. These probabilities can be treated
as an expression of the mobility for both the UAV and
satellite. Practically, parameters can be trained in advance and
stored for real-time channel tracking based on the expectation
maximization algorithm proposed in [29].

In other words, the spatial sparsity pattern will act highly
related with the prior adjacent pattern, i.e., at+1,nx has higher
probability depends on the adjacent at,nx−1 in previous slot
[16]. It is also verified that the support changes slowly over
time [18], which indicates at+1,nx has higher probability
depends on the at,nx . The spatial sparsity and the probabilistic
relationship passing through time are called spatial correlation
and temporal correlation, respectively. Combining both spatial
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and temporal correlation is the reason for naming the azimuth
support vector model as 2D-MM. The model can be expressed
as:

p
(
a(T )

)
= p (a1,1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

qa1,1

Nx∏
nx=2

p (a1,nx | a1,nx−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
q
(AS)
a1,nx ,a1,nx−1

×
T∏

t=2

⎛
⎜⎜⎝p (at,1 | at−1,1)︸ ︷︷ ︸

q
(AT )
at,1 ,at−1,1

Nx∏
nx=1

p(at,nx | at−1,nx−1, at−1,nx)︸ ︷︷ ︸
q
(A)
at,nx ,at−1,nx−1,at−1,nx

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ , (8)

where qa1,1 , q
(AS)
a1,nx ,a1,nx−1 , q

(AT )
at,1,at−1,1 and

q
(A)
at,nx ,at−1,nx−1,at−1,nx

are the transition probabilities
that equal to the factor nodes k1,1, k1,nx , kt,1 and kt,nx

in Fig. 3b and in Fig. 3c of the azimuth directions. To be
noticed, the azimuth supports at,nx ∈ {0, 1}. The illustration
of this 2D-MM is in the factor graph in Fig. 3b. The support
of the elevation direction of AoD e(T ) cis modeled in the
similar way.

Hence, the total 3D-2D-MM of the AoD supports, which
combines both azimuth and elevation direction supports is
in Fig. 3c. To be noticed, each hidden support element bt,m

in hidden support vector bt is actually the combination of
the nth

x azimuth and nth
y elevation support vectors. The joint

conditional prior of channel support probability is given by

p
(
b(T )|a(T ), e(T )

)
=

T,Nx,Ny∏
t,nx,ny

p
(
bt,nx,ny |at,nx , et,ny

)
. (9)

2) Gaussian Markov Model of Hidden Value Vector: The
illustration of the factor graph of the hidden value vector ϑt

and the Gaussian-Markov model is in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b,
respectively. Due to the path gains change smoothly over time
[18], the hidden value vector can be formulated as Gauss-
Markov processes [29]

ϑt,m = (1 − β) (ϑt−1,m − μ) + βωt,m + μ, (10)

where β ∈ [0, 1], ωt,m ∼ CN (0, ζ), μ ∈ C is the mean
of the process. When β = 0, then ϑt,m = ϑt−1,m, which
indicates that ϑt remain unchanged over time. When β = 1,
then ϑt,m = βωt,m + μ, which means that the hidden value
vector shows the i.i.d Gaussian distribution with mean μ over
time. If 0 < β < 1, the conditional probability can be written
as

p (ϑt,m | ϑt−1,m) ∼ CN (
ϑt,m; (1−β)ϑt−1,m+βμ, β2ζ

)
.

(11)

The distribution of the steady state of the process is ϑt,m ∼
CN (μ, σ2 = βζ

2−β ). And the joint distribution of ϑ(T ) can be
formulated as

p
(
ϑ(T )

)
=

∏M
m=1 p (ϑ1,m)

∏T
t=2 p (ϑt,m | ϑt−1,m) , (12)

Fig. 4. (a) Hidden value vector illustration at a single time. (b) Factor graph
of Gauss-Markov model of the hidden value vectors with T = 2, M = 64.

where p (ϑ1,m) and p (ϑt,m | ϑt−1,m) are the transition proba-
bilities that equal to the factor nodes f1,m and ft,m in Fig. 4b.

B. Dynamic Sparse Channel Tracking Problem
Formulation

By taking the angular domain channel (4) into consideration,
the received signal can be written as

yRX
t = gtÃ

H
(θ, φ)S + nRX

t . (13)

with yRX
t ∈ C1×NS . Then, the received signal can be rewritten

into the standard CS model

yt = Φgt + nt, (14)

with yt ∈ CNS×1, gt = gT
t , and the sensing matrix Φ =

ST (Ã
H

)T ∈ CNS×M . To be noticed, the transmitted pilot
is defined as S ∈ {0, 1}NS×M with randomly selected and
reordered NS rows of the M × M identity matrix (In this
way, Φ can be treated as an approximate partial orthogonal
sensing matrix and provides good performance).

Given the received signals of the t time period y(t), the pur-
pose is to track the dynamic channel vector gt at time t.
The channel vector can be estimated as ĝt,m = E

(
gt,m|y(t)

)
,

where the expectation is over the marginal posterior

p
(
gt,m|y(t)

)
∝

∑
b(t)

∫
g
(t)
−(t,m),ϑ

(t)
p(g(t), b(t), ϑ(t), y(t)) (15)

with g
(t)
−(t,m) denotes the vector g(t) without the element gt,m.

Our goal is to obtain the MMSE of the estimated g.

IV. PROPOSED 3D DYNAMIC TURBO APPROXIMATE

MESSAGE PASSING ALGORITHM

The factor graph of the total 3D-2D-MM distribution
p(gpri

B,t, b
(t), ϑ(t), y(t)) is shown in Fig. 5. This factor graph

contains two sub-graphs: the joint hidden support b(T ) (on the
left-hand side of Fig. 5) and the hidden value vector ϑ(T ) (on
the right-hand side of Fig. 5) through time T . The structure
of the total hidden support b(T ) can be further extended as a
3D-2D-MM factor graph which contains both azimuth support
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Fig. 5. Factor graph representation of the proposed 3D-2D-MM.

TABLE II

TABLE OF FACTORS, DISTRIBUTIONS AND FUNCTIONAL FORMS ASSOCIATED WITH OUR 3D-2D-MM

vector a(T ) and elevation support vector e(T ) through time T .
The expression of function nodes is listed in Table II. The
details of all the nodes are elaborated in Section III-A.

There are two reasons for utilizing the AMP framework in
our model: rigorous analysis and extremely fast runtimes [30].

Conventional AMP runs with the static priors. However,
for our special designed factor graph, the prior distribution
knowledge for the AMP algorithm is changed over time.
Due to the complex structure in the total factor graph of the
3D-2D-MM, it is challenging to achieve the exact marginal
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posterior in (15). The extended version called turbo-AMP was
proposed in [31] which offered a way to further improve
the performance. Conventional turbo compressed sensing is
an iterative algorithm which follows the two-step iteration
framework [32]: linear minimum mean-square error (LMMSE)
estimator and i.i.d. prior-based MMSE estimator. In this
section, to perfectly exploit the dynamic channel structure,
we elaborate the details of the proposed algorithm based
on turbo iterative framework with the proposed 3D-2D-MM
MMSE denoiser. The proposed algorithm will be introduced in
three parts: Module A LMMSE Estimator, Module B message
passing MMSE denoiser, and message passing through time.

A. Module A: LMMSE Estimator

In Module A, the angular channel vector gt is estimated
based on the received signal yt with the prior distribution

CN
(
gt; g

pri
A,t, v

pri
A,tI

)
, where the extrinsic mean and variance

are defined as [32]

gpost
A,t = gpri

A,t +
vpri
A,t

vpri
A,t + σ2

e

ΦH
t

(
yt − Φgpri

A,t

)
(16)

and

vpost
A,t = vpri

A,t −
NS

M

(
vpri
A,t

)2

vpri
A,t + σ2

e

, (17)

respectively. The extrinsic distribution of gt is given by

CN
(
gt; g

post
A,t , vpost

A,t I
)

∝ CN
(
gt; g

pri
A,t, v

pri
A,tI

)
CN (

gt; g
ext
A,t, v

ext
A,tI

)
, (18)

where the extrinsic mean and variance are respectively given
by

gext
A,t = vext

A,t

(
gpost
A,t

vpost
A,t

− gpri
A,t

vpri
A,t

)
(19)

vext
A,t =

(
1

vpost
A,t

− 1
vpri
A,t

)−1

. (20)

B. Module B: Message Passing MMSE Denoiser

In module B, the message passing MMSE denoiser is exe-
cuted by exploiting the spatial sparsity details of the proposed
3D-2D-MM.

As the core structure of the turbo compressed sensing,
the extrinsic mean and variance are transmitted from the
LMMSE estimator in module A, which means gpri

B,t = gext
A,t

and vpri
B,t = vext

A,t [32]. For message passing algorithm, the basic
assumption is that gpri

B,t = gt +zt where zt ∼ CN (0, vpri
B,tI) is

independent of gt [32]. Aiming to calculate the approximate
posterior distributions of p(gt,m|gpri

B ) instead of (15), the sum-
product message passing rule is used, which carefully follows
the message passing structure shown in Fig. 5. The formulation
details can be found in Appendix A and the procedure is
summarized as follows:

• Firstly, the message passing over the Gaussian hidden
value vector ϑt is given by (38) with μ and σ2 as the
input to update the message υϑt,m→πt,m .

• Secondly, the message is passed over the path gt,m →
πt,m → bt,m → ut,m → at,nx using (39) to (41), with
the input gpri

B,t and vpri
B,t from module A.

• Then the forward-backward message passing is per-
formed over the 3D-2D-MM with sequence three paths:
the 2D-MM of the azimuth support at, path at,nx →
ut,m → et,ny and the 2D-MM of the elevation support
et. The details of the 3D-2D-MM azimuth and elevation
support nonzero probability estimation are summarized
in Algorithm 1.

• The message is finally passed back over the path et,ny →
ut,m → bt,m → πt,m → gt,m using (60) to (63).

Based on the calculated updated messages υπt,m→gt,m ,
the posterior distributions can be written as

p
(
gt,m|gpri

B,t

)
∝ υπt,m→gt,m (gt,m) υct,m→gt,m (gt,m) , (21)

where υct,m→gt,m (gt,m) = CN
(
gt,m; gpri

B,t,m, vpri
B,t

)
. Then the

posterior mean and variance of each element of gt can be
updated as

gpost
B,t,m =

∫
gt,m

gt,mp
(
gt,m|gpri

B,t

)
(22)

and

vpost
B,t =

1
M

M∑
m=1

Var
(
gt,m|gpri

B,t

)
, (23)

where Var
(
gt,m|gpri

B,t

)
denotes the conditional variance of

gt,m given gpri
B,t. Then similar to (19) and (20), the extrinsic

update mean and covariance can be written as

gpri
A,t = gext

B,t = vpri
A,t

(
gpost
B,t

vpost
B,t

− gpri
B,t

vpri
B,t

)
(24)

and

vpri
A,t = vext

B,t =

(
1

vpost
B,t

− 1
vpri
B,t

)−1

. (25)

C. Message Passing Through Time

For channel tracking, temporal correlation can be utilized
for better recovery with prior information provided. Therefore,
we also consider the message passing through time. There
are mainly three paths passing through time: the path of the
Gaussian hidden value vector ϑt, the path of the azimuth
support at and the path of the elevation support et. The
sequence paths can be observed in Fig. 6.

1) The Gaussian Hidden Value Vector ϑt Passing Through
Time: The message passing from factor node πt,m to variable
node ϑt,m should be

υtrue
πt,m→ϑt,m

(ϑt,m)

= ρout
t,mCN

(
ϑt,m; gpri

B,t, v
pri
B,t

)
+

(
1 − ρout

t,m

) CN (
0; gpri

B,t, v
pri
B,t

)
. (26)
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Algorithm 1 3D-2D-MM Azimuth and Elevation Support
Estimation

Input: ρ
(A)in
t,nx

, ρ
(A)dyna
t,nx

, ρ
(E)in
t,ny

, ρ
(E)dyna
t,ny

.

Output: ρ
(A)out
t,nx

, ρ
(E)out
t,ny

.
% Azimuth Estimation:

1: if t = 1 then
2: Calculate υut,m→at,nx

as in (44)

3: Initialization: γ
(A)f
t,1 = λ, γ

(A)b
t,Nx

= 1
2

4: for nx = 2, . . . , Nx do
5: Use (45) to calculate γ

(A)f
t,nx

.
6: end for
7: for nx = 1, . . . , Nx − 1 do
8: Use (46) to calculate γ

(A)b
t,nx

.
9: end for

10: else if t > 1 then
11: Initialization:γf

t,1 = q
(T )
0,1 (1 − ρac

t,1) +
(
1 − q

(T )
1,0

)
ρac

t,1,

γb
t,Nx

= 1
2 .

12: for nx = 2, . . . , Nx do
13: Calculate the γ

(A)f
t,nx

as in (47)
14: end for
15: for nx = 1, . . . , Nx − 1 do
16: Calculate γ

(A)b
t,nx

= 1
1+γ(A) use (48).

17: end for
18: end if
19: Calculate AoD azimuth support vector ρ

(A)out
t,nx

as in (49).
%Message Passing Over Azimuth to Elevation support:

20: Calculate individual message ρout
at,t,nx,ny

using (51).
21: Calculate message υat,nx→ut,m(at,nx) and

υut,m→et,ny
(et,ny) as in (50) and (52), respectively.

% Elevation Estimation:
22: if t = 1 then
23: Calculate υut,m→et,ny

as in (54)

24: Initialization: γ
(E)f
t,1 = λ, γ

(E)b
t,Ny

= 1
2

25: for nx = 2, . . . , Ny do
26: Use (55) to calculate γ

(E)f
t,ny

.
27: end for
28: for ny = 1, . . . , Ny − 1 do
29: Use (56) to calculate γ

(E)b
t,ny

.
30: end for
31: else if t > 1 then
32: Initialization:γ(E)b

t,Ny
= 1

2 , γ
(E)f
t,1 = q

(ET )
0,1 (1−ρ

(E)dyna
t,1 )+(

1 − q
(ET )
1,0

)
ρ
(E)dyna
t,1 .

33: for ny = 2, . . . , Ny do
34: Calculate the γ

(E)f
t,ny

as in (57)
35: end for
36: for ny = 1, . . . , Ny − 1 do
37: Calculate γ

(E)b
t,ny

= 1
1+γ(E) use (58).

38: end for
39: end if
40: Calculate AoD elevation support vector ρ

(E)out
t,ny

as in (59).

To be notice, if bt,m = 0, gt,m would be 0 in (5), which makes
ϑt,m unobservable. To solve this kind of problem, similar in
[29], a threshold which is slightly less than 1 is introduced.

Fig. 6. The illustration of the message passing sequence paths through time,
which shows details of the equation (27) to (36).

Hence, the modified message passing is given by

υπt,m→ϑt,m (ϑt,m) = CN (
ϑt,m; μin

t,m, (σin
t,m)2

)
, (27)

with

(
μin

t,m, (σin
t,m)2

)
=

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

(
1
ε
gpri
B,t,

1
ε2

vpri
B,t

)
ρout

t,m � Th, (28)(
gpri
B,t, v

pri
B,t

)
ρout

t,m > Th, (29)

where ε is a small positive value close to 0. Then the message
passing from factor node ft+1,m to variable node ϑt+1,m is
formed as

υft+1,m→ϑt+1,m (ϑt+1,m)

= CN
(

ϑt+1,m; μdyna
t+1,m,

(
σdyna

t+1,m

)2
)

, (30)

where

μdyna
t+1,m = (1 − β)

⎛
⎜⎝

(
σdyna

t,m

)2 (
σin

t,m

)2

(
σdyna

t,m

)2

+
(
σin

t,m

)2

⎞
⎟⎠

×

⎛
⎜⎝ μdyna

t,m(
σdyna

t,m

)2 +
μin

t,m(
σin

t,m

)2

⎞
⎟⎠ + βμ (31)

and

(
σdyna

t+1,m

)2

= (1 − β)2

⎛
⎜⎝

(
σdyna

t,m

)2 (
σin

t,m

)2

(
σdyna

t,m

)2

+
(
σin

t,m

)2

⎞
⎟⎠ + β2ζ. (32)

2) The Azimuth Support at Passing Through Time: The
azimuth support prior information passing to the next time
υat,nx→kt+1,nx

(at,nx) can be given as

υat,nx→kt+1,nx
(at,nx)

= ρ
(A)dyna
t+1,nx

δ (at,nx − 1) +
(
1 − ρ

(A)dyna
t+1,nx

)
δ (at,nx) , (33)

with

ρ
(A)dyna
t+1,nx

=
γ

(A)f
t,nx

γ
(A)b
t,nx

ρ
(A)in
t,nx

γ
(A)f
t,nx

γ
(A)b
t,nx

ρ
(A)in
t,nx

+ (1 − γ
(A)f
t,nx

)(1 − γ
(A)b
t,nx

)(1 − ρ
(A)in
t,nx

)
.

(34)
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Algorithm 2 3D-DTAMP Dynamic Channel Tracking
Input: y1, . . . , yT , sensing matrix Φ.
Output: ĝ1, . . . , ĝT

1: for t=1,…,T do
2: Initialization:gpri

A,t = 0, vpri
A,t = σ2

3: while not converge do
%Module A LMMSE estimator:

4: Update gpost
A,t and vpost

A,t in (16) and (17), respectively.
5: Calculate gpri

B,t = gext
A,t, vpri

B,t = vext
A,t using (19) and (20).

%Module B 3D-2D-MM MMSE denoiser:
6: Message passing over Gaussian hidden value vector ϑt

using (38).
7: Message passing over gt,m → πt,m → bt,m → ut,m →

at,nx using (39)-(43)
8: AoD azimuth support at and elevation support et

estimation in Algorithm 1.
9: Message passing over elevation support et,ny →

ut,m → bt,m → πt,m → gt,m using (60)-(63)
10: Calculate the approximate posterior distributions

p
(
gt,m|gpri

B,t

)
using (21).

11: Update gpost
B,t,m and vpost

B,t using (22) and (23).
12: Update gpri

A,t = gext
B,t and vpri

A,t = vext
B,t using (24)

and (25).
13: Repeat previous steps until convergence.
14: end while
15: Update dynamic messages to the next time slot (t +

1): υat,nx→kt+1,nx
, υet,ny→rt+1,ny

and υft+1,m→ϑt+1,m

using (33), (35) and (30).
16: end for

3) The Elevation Support et Passing Through Time: Sim-
ilarly, the elevation support prior information passing to the
next time can be written as

υet,ny→rt+1,ny
(et,ny)

= ρ
(E)dyna
t+1,ny

δ
(
et,ny − 1

)
+

(
1 − ρ

(E)dyna
t+1,ny

)
δ
(
et,ny

)
, (35)

with

ρ
(E)dyna
t+1,ny

=
γ

(E)f
t,ny

γ
(E)b
t,ny

ρ
(E)in
t,ny

γ
(E)f
t,ny

γ
(E)b
t,ny

ρ
(E)in
t,ny

+ (1 − γ
(E)f
t,ny

)(1 − γ
(E)b
t,ny

)(1 − ρ
(E)in
t,ny

)
.

(36)

Finally, the overall proposed 3D-DTAMP is summarized in
Algorithm 2.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, the complexity and the recovery performance
of the proposed algorithm are evaluated. For UAV-satellite
communication system, the sparsity ratio for both azimuth
and elevation directions is λ = 1

Nx
= 1

Ny
which indicates

only one dominant LoS ray. The parameters are set
as follows5: the azimuth spatial correlation parameters

5The expectation maximization algorithm is proposed for training parame-
ters in [29]. Since our paper is focused on the channel tracking based on
known probabilities, we recommend readers to refer to [29] for details of the
parameters trained algorithm. The parameters in this paper are referred 2D
settings in [23].

Fig. 7. Computation time of various algorithms versus the number of
antennas when SNR = 15dB, Ns = 10, T = 50, M = 16, 64, 256 and
Nx = Ny = 4, 8, 16.

{q(AS)
0,1 , q

(AS)
1,0 } = {0.05, 0.05}, the azimuth temporal

correlation parameters {q(AT )
0,1 , q

(AT )
1,0 } = {0.05, 0.05},

the azimuth joint parameters {q(A)
1,1,1, q

(A)
0,0,1, q

(A)
0,1,1, q

(A)
1,0,1} =

{0.9958, 0.0013, 0.3276, 0.3936}, the elevation spatial
correlation parameters {q(ES)

0,1 , q
(ES)
1,0 } = {0.025, 0.025},

the elevation temporal correlation parameters
{q(ET )

0,1 , q
(ET )
1,0 } = {0.025, 0.175}, the elevation

joint parameters {q(E)
1,1,1, q

(E)
0,0,1, q

(E)
0,1,1, q

(E)
1,0,1} =

{0.99546, 0.0007, 0.5, 0.1078}, the hidden value vector
parameters {μ, σ2, β, ζ} = {0, 1

3 , 0.5, 1}, Th = 1 − 10−2,
γbt

= 1 and ε = 10−7. The benchmark algorithms which can
be employed in our 3D channel model are sparse Bayesian
learning (SBL) and D-OMP proposed in [33] and [18],
respectively.

A. Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the LMMSE estimator in module A
is O (MNs) which is mainly determined by the multiplica-
tion of the matrix. The complexity of the proposed MMSE
denoiser in module B is the simple sum-product message
passing rule with the O (Nx + Ny) complexity. To sum up,
the total complexity of the proposed algorithm over time T is
O (T (MNs + Nx + Ny)) for each iteration.

As shown in Fig. 7, the SBL takes longer computation time,
especially for larger antenna elements. This is caused by the
required higher computational complexity of the multiplication
and inversion of the matrix. Compared with SBL, the simula-
tion time of both the proposed algorithm and D-OMP drops
dramatically. To be noticed, the complexity of D-OMP is
O (T (Ns (M + 1 + 1))) over total time period T . With the
number of antennas increase, the proposed algorithm shows
comparable computation time.

B. Simulation Results

To evaluate the recovery performance of the algorithms,
we refer the performance metric which is called the
time-averaged normalized mean square error (TNMSE) as
follows [29]

TNMSE
def=

1
T

T∑
t

‖gt − ĝt‖2

‖gt‖2
, (37)

where ĝt is the estimated result of gt in time t.
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Fig. 8. TNMSE versus total time when SNR = 15dB, Ns = 22. (a) M =
64, Nx = Ny = 8. (b) M = 256, Nx = Ny = 16.

Fig. 9. TNMSE versus SNR when Ns = 22, T = 50. (a) M = 64, Nx =
Ny = 8. (b) M = 256, Nx = Ny = 16.

In Fig. 8, the value of the TNMSE shows a downward
trend with the total number of time increasing for all the
methods. The reason is that the accumulated prior signal
collected from the total period of time can provide additional
information for accurate channel tracking. For different sizes
of the antenna arrays, the performance metric trend maintains
the same. It is easy to be noticed that the performance of the
proposed algorithm is obviously improved compared with the
benchmark algorithms SBL and D-OMP.

In Fig. 9, we further compare the TNMSE performance
versus SNR when the total number of antenna array elements
is M = 64 and 256, respectively. It can be observed that
under the different numbers of antennas, the proposed
algorithm achieves sufficient performance gain over the
benchmark algorithms SBL and D-OMP. This proves the
advantage of effectively exploiting the detail dynamic azimuth

Fig. 10. TNMSE versus total pilot number when SNR = 15dB, T = 50.
(a) M = 64, Nx = Ny = 8. (b) M = 256, Nx = Ny = 16.

and elevation spatial sparsity structure of the channel in the
proposed algorithm. At the same time, due to this strength,
the size of the antenna has a rare influence on the proposed
algorithm compared with the other two algorithms.

The impact of the pilot number is further compared
in Fig. 10. It is obvious that although both SBL and D-OMP
have better recovery performance with the pilot number
increase, the proposed algorithm always remains the superior
performance gain. Moreover, different from the other two
algorithms, the proposed algorithm shows a near horizontal
performance with the increase pilot size. This demonstrates
that the proposed algorithm can achieve a solid performance
with a smaller size of the pilot overhead. The reason is
that conventionally, increasing pilot number can improve the
recovery performance based on multiple estimations through
time, while our proposed algorithm can efficiently achieve
good accuracy by exploring the dynamic channel structure.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the 3D channel modelling and
tracking for Ka-band UAV-satellite communications with the
orbit movement of a LEO satellite and 3D UAV trajectory in
SAGIN. The spatial d on the continuous relative displacement
between the UAV and satellite, and the temporal correlation of
the dynamic channel were explored. We proposed a statistical
dynamic channel model called 3D-2D-MM in which the
insight probability relationship of both hidden value vector and
joint hidden support vector have been developed. We further
designed a novel 3D-DTAMP algorithm to recursively track
the dynamic channel with additional 3D-2D-MM prior infor-
mation. The benefits of the proposed algorithm can be sum-
marized in three aspects. Firstly, the message passing rule has
taken the more realistic 3D channel environment into account.
Secondly, the consideration of the sparsity structure of the
dynamic channel from both spatial and temporal domains
have enhanced the recovery performance. Finally, it was more
comparable in tracking a longer time series dynamic channel
with lower pilot overhead. Analytical and numerical results
have shown that the proposed algorithm achieved the superior
recovery performance against two other benchmark algorithms
as well as required less pilot overhead and time complexity.
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Fig. 11. The message passing sequence paths in Module B.

APPENDIX A
3D-2D-MM MESSAGE PASSING IN MODULE B

The details of the message passing sequence paths are
shown in Fig. 11.

1) Message Passing Over Gaussian Hidden Value Vector
ϑt: The message υft,m→ϑt,m passed from the last time slot
can be formed as CN (ϑt,m; μdyna

t,m , (σdyna
t,m )2). The message

passed from variable node ϑt,m to factor node πt,m can be
formed as

υϑt,m→πt,m = CN (ϑt,m; μout
t,m, (σout

t,m)2), (38)

with (μout
t,m, (σout

t,m)2) = (μdyna
t,m , (σdyna

t,m )2). When t = 1, we set
(μdyna

1,m , (σdyna
1,m )2) = (μ, σ2)

2) Message Passing Over gt,m → πt,m → bt,m → ut,m →
at,nx: The message from variable node gt,m to factor node
πt,m is

υgt,m→πt,m (gt,m) = CN
(
gt,m; gpri

B,t,m, vpri
B,t,m

)
. (39)

The message from factor node πt,m to variable node bt,m is

υπt,m→bt,m (bt,m) = ρin
b,t,mδ (bt,m − 1)

+
(
1 − ρin

b,t,m

)
δ (bt,m) , (40)

where ρin
bt,t,m

=
(

1 +
CN (0;gpri

B,t,m,vpri
B,t)

CN (0;gpri
B,t,m−μout

t,m,vpri
B,t+(σout

t,m)2)

)−1

.

The message υbt,m→ut,m from variable node bt,m to factor
node ut,m is the same as υπt,m→bt,m (bt,m). The message from
factor node ut,m to variable node at,nx is

υut,m→at,nx
(at,nx)

= ρin
at,t,nx,ny

δ (at,nx − 1)+
(
1−ρin

at,t,nx,ny

)
δ (at,nx) , (41)

where

ρin
at,t,nx,ny

=
ρat

1 + ρat
− ρin

bt,t,m

, (42)

with

ρat
= γbt

ρin
bt,t,mρout

et,t,nx,ny
+ (1 − γbt

)(1−ρin
bt,t,m)ρout

et,t,nx,ny

+(1 − ρin
bt,t,m)(1 − ρout

et,t,nx,ny
) (43)

and ρout
et,t,nx,ny

= υet,ny→ut,m(et,ny = 1).
3) Message Passing Over the 2D-MM of the Azimuth Sup-

port at: We firstly introduce the details of the azimuth support
estimation. The condition can be divided into two section,
one is when t = 1, the other is when t > 1. To be notice,
the message from factor node ut,m to variable node at,nx is

υut,m→at,nx
= ρ

(A)in
t,nx

=

∏
ny

ρin
at,t,nx,ny∏

ny
ρin

at,t,nx,ny
+

∏
ny

(
1 − ρin

at,t,nx,ny

) ,

(44)

which is deriviated based on the the matched dimension M
from the total gain, nx from the azimuth support and ny from
the elevation support.

When t = 1, the azimuth forward parameter is

γ
(A)f
t,nx

=
q
(AS)
0,1

(
1−ρ

(A)in
t,nx−1

)(
1−γ

(A)f
t,nx−1

)
+ q

(AS)
1,1 ρ

(A)in
t,nx−1γ

(A)f
t,nx−1(

1−ρ
(A)in
t,nx−1

)(
1−γ

(A)f
t,nx−1

)
+ ρ

(A)in
t,nx−1γ

(A)f
t,nx−1

.

(45)

The azimuth backward parameter γ
(A)b
t,nx

can be found
in (46), as shown at the bottom of the page. When t > 1,

γ
(A)b
t,nx

=
q
(AS)
1,0

(
1 − ρ

(A)in
t,nx+1

)(
1 − γ

(A)b
t,nx+1

)
+

(
1 − q

(S)
1,0

)
ρ
(A)in
t,nx+1γ

(A)b
t,nx+1(

q
(AS)
0,0 + q

(S)
1,0

)(
1 − ρ

(A)in
t,nx+1

)(
1 − γ

(A)b
t,nx+1

)
+

(
q
(AS)
1,1 + q

(AS)
0,1

)
ρ
(A)in
t,nx+1γ

(A)b
t,nx+1

(46)

γ
(A)f
t,nx

=
q
(A)
1,1,1ρ

dyna
t,nx

+ q
(A)
1,0,1

(
1 − ρ

(A)dyna
t,nx

)
1 +

((
ρ
(A)in
t,nx−1

)−1

− 1
)((

γ
(A)f
t,nx−1

)−1

− 1
) +

q
(A)
0,1,1!ρ

(A)dyna
t,nx

+ q
(A)
0,0,1

(
1 − ρ

(A)dyna
t,nx

)
((

ρ
(A)in
t,nx−1

)−1

− 1
)−1 (((

γ
(A)f
t,nx−1

)−1

− 1
))−1

+ 1

(47)

γ(A) =

(
1 − ρ

(A)in
t,nx+1 − γ

(A)b
t,nx+1

) [
q
(A)
0,1,0ρ

(A)dyna
t,nx+1 + q

(A)
0,0,0

(
1 − ρ

(A)dyna
t,nx+1

)]
+ ρ

(A)in
t,nx+1γ

(A)b
t,nx+1(

1 − ρ
(A)in
t,nx+1 − γ

(A)b
t,nx+1

) [
q
(A)
1,1,0ρ

(A)dyna
t,nx+1 + q

(A)
1,0,0

(
1 − ρ

(A)dyna
t,nx+1

)]
+ ρ

(A)in
t,nx+1γ

(A)b
t,nx+1

(48)
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the azimuth forward parameter γ
(A)f
t,nx

can be found in (47),
as shown at the bottom of the previous page. The azimuth
backward parameter γ

(A)b
t,nx

= 1
1+γ(A) is given in (48), as shown

at the bottom of the previous page.
The final azimuth message which represents the nonzero

probability can be written as

υat,nx→ut,m = ρ
(A)out
t,nx

=
γ

(A)f
t,nx

γ
(A)b
t,nx

γ
(A)f
t,nx

γ
(A)b
t,nx

+
(
1 − γ

(A)f
t,nx

)(
1−γ

(A)b
t,nx

) . (49)

4) Message Passing Over the Path at,nx → ut,m → et,ny :
The message from factor node at,nx to variable node ut,m is

υat,nx→ut,m(at,nx)
= ρout

at,t,nx,ny
δ(at,nx − 1) + (1 − ρout

at,t,nx,ny
)δ(at,nx), (50)

where

ρout
at,t,nx,ny

=
ρ
(A)out
t,nx

ρ
(A)out
t,nx

+
(
1 − ρ

(A)out
t,nx

)∏
n′

y �=ny

((
ρin

at,t,nx,n′
y

)−1

−1
) .

(51)

To be noticed, ρ
(A)out
t,nx

indicates the message passing over
the nth

x azimuth support element and ρout
at,t,nx,ny

indicates the
matching relationship between nth

x azimuth support element
and nth

y elevation support element. This condition is similar
for elevation support message passing equations. The message
from factor node ut,m to variable node et,ny is

υut,m→et,ny
(et,ny)

= ρin
et,t,nx,ny

δ
(
et,ny − 1

)
+

(
1 − ρin

e,t,nx,ny

)
δ
(
et,ny

)
, (52)

where ρin
et,t,nx,ny

can be found in (53), as shown at the bottom
of the page.

5) Message Passing Over the 2D-MM of the Elevation Sup-
port et: The details can be derived similarly as the message
passing process of the azimuth support at estimation. The
message passing from factor node ut,m to variable node et,ny

is

υut,m→et,ny
= ρ

(E)in
t,ny

=

∏
nx

ρin
et,t,nx,ny∏

nx
ρin

et,t,nx,ny
+

∏
nx

(
1 − ρin

et,t,nx,ny

) .

(54)

When t = 1, the elevation forward parameter is

γ
(E)f
t,ny

=
q
(ES)
0,1

(
1−ρ

(E)in
t,ny−1

)(
1−γ

(E)f
t,ny−1

)
+ q

(ES)
1,1 ρ

(E)in
t,ny−1γ

(E)f
t,ny−1(

1−ρ
(E)in
t,ny−1

)(
1−γ

(E)f
t,ny−1

)
+ ρ

(E)in
t,ny−1γ

(E)f
t,ny−1

.

(55)

The elevation backward parameter γ
(E)b
t,ny

can be found in (56),
as shown at the bottom of the page. When t > 1, the elevation
forward parameter γ

(E)f
t,ny

is given in (57), as shown at the
bottom of the page. And the elevation backward parameter
γ

(E)b
t,ny

= 1
1+γ(E) with γ(E) given as (58), as shown at the

bottom of the page.
The final elevation nonzero probability output can be written

as

υet,nx→ut,m = ρ
(E)out
t,ny

=
γ

(E)f
t,ny

γ
(E)b
t,ny

γ
(E)f
t,ny

γ
(E)b
t,ny

+
(
1−γ

(E)f
t,ny

)(
1 − γ

(E)b
t,ny

) . (59)

6) Message Passing Over the Path et,ny → ut,m → bt,m →
πt,m → gt,m: The message from factor node et,ny to variable
node ut,m is

υet,ny→ut,m(et,ny)

= ρout
et,t,nx,ny

δ
(
et,ny−1

)
+
(
1 − ρout

et,t,nx,ny

)
δ
(
et,ny

)
, (60)

ρin
et,t,nx,ny

=
γbt

ρin
bt,t,mρout

at,t,nx,ny
+ (1 − γbt

)(1 − ρin
bt,t,m

)ρout
at,t,nx,ny

+ (1 − ρin
bt,t,m

)(1 − ρout
at,t,nx,ny

)

γbt
ρin

bt,t,mρout
at,t,nx,ny

+ (1 − γbt
)(1 − ρin

bt,t,m)ρout
at,t,nx,ny

+ (1 − ρin
bt,t,m)(1 − ρout

at,t,nx,ny
) + 1 − ρin

bt,t,m

(53)

γ
(E)b
t,ny

=
q
(ES)
1,0

(
1 − ρ

(E)in
t,ny+1

)(
1 − γ

(E)b
t,ny+1

)
+

(
1 − q

(ES)
1,0

)
ρ
(E)in
t,ny+1γ

(E)b
t,ny+1(

q
(ES)
0,0 + q

(ES)
1,0

)(
1 − ρ

(E)in
t,ny+1

)(
1 − γ

(E)b
t,ny+1

)
+

(
q
(ES)
1,1 + q

(ES)
0,1

)
ρ
(E)in
t,ny+1γ

(E)b
t,ny+1

(56)

γ
(E)f
t,ny

=
q
(E)
1,1,1ρ

(E)dyna
t,ny

+ q
(E)
1,0,1

(
1 − ρ

(E)dyna
t,nx

)
1 +

((
ρ
(E)in
t,ny−1

)−1

− 1
)((

γ
(E)f
t,ny−1

)−1

− 1
) +

q
(E)
0,1,1ρ

(E)dyna
t,ny

+ q
(E)
0,0,1

(
1 − ρ

(E)dyna
t,ny

)
((

ρ
(E)in
t,ny−1

)−1

− 1
)−1 (((

γ
(E)f
t,ny−1

)−1

− 1
))−1

+ 1

(57)

γ(E) =

(
1 − ρ

(E)in
t,ny+1 − γ

(E)b
t,ny+1

) [
q
(E)
0,1,0ρ

(E)dyna
t,ny+1 + q

(E)
0,0,0

(
1 − ρ

(E)dyna
t,ny+1

)]
+ ρ

(E)in
t,ny+1γ

(E)b
t,ny+1(

1 − ρ
(E)in
t,ny+1 − γ

(E)b
t,ny+1

) [
q
(E)
1,1,0ρ

(E)dyna
t,ny+1 + q

(E)
1,0,0

(
1 − ρ

(E)dyna
t,ny+1

)]
+ ρ

(E)in
t,ny+1γ

(E)b
t,ny+1

(58)
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where

ρout
et,t,nx,ny

=
ρ
(E)out
t,ny

ρ
(E)out
t,ny

+
(
1−ρ

(E)out
t,ny

)∏
n′

x �=nx

((
ρin

et,t,n′
x,ny

)−1

−1
) .

(61)

The message from factor node ut,m to variable node bt,m is

υut,m→bt,m (bt,m)
= ρout

bt,t,mδ(bt,m − 1) +
(
1 − ρout

bt,t,m

)
δ (bt,m) , (62)

where ρout
bt,t,m

= ρout
at,t,nx,ny

ρout
et,t,nx,ny

γbt . The message
υbt,m→πt,m from variable node bt,m to factor node πt,m is
the same as υut,m→bt,m(bt,m). The message from factor node
πt,m back to variable node gt,m is

υπt,m→gt,m (gt,m)
= ρout

bt,t,mCN (
gt,m; μout

t,m, (σout
t,m)2

)
+

(
1 − ρout

bt,t,m

)
δ (gt,m) .

(63)
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